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We present context tunneling, a new approach for making k-limited context-sensitive points-to analysis

precise and scalable. As context-sensitivity holds the key to the development of precise and scalable points-to

analysis, a variety of techniques for context-sensitivity have been proposed. However, existing approaches

such as k-call-site-sensitivity or k-object-sensitivity have a significant weakness that they unconditionally

update the context of a method at every call-site, allowing important context elements to be overwritten

by more recent, but not necessarily more important, context elements. In this paper, we show that this is a

key limiting factor of existing context-sensitive analyses, and demonstrate that remarkable increase in both

precision and scalability can be gained by maintaining important context elements only. Our approach, called

context tunneling, updates contexts selectively and decides when to propagate the same context without

modification.

We attain context tunneling via a data-driven approach. The effectiveness of context tunneling is very

sensitive to the choice of important context elements. Even worse, precision is not monotonically increasing

with respect to the ordering of the choices. As a result, manually coming up with a good heuristic rule for

context tunneling is extremely challenging and likely fails to maximize its potential. We address this challenge

by developing a specialized data-driven algorithm, which is able to automatically search for high-quality

heuristics over the non-monotonic space of context tunneling.

We implemented our approach in the Doop framework and applied it to four major flavors of context-

sensitivity: call-site-sensitivity, object-sensitivity, type-sensitivity, and hybrid context-sensitivity. In all cases,

1-context-sensitive analysis with context tunneling far outperformed deeper context-sensitivity with k = 2 in

both precision and scalability.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Points-to analysis is a fundamental program analysis technique with diverse applications in software
engineering tasks. The goal of points-to analysis is to safely yet accurately approximate the objects
that pointer variables may point to at runtime, as precise pointer information is a key ingredient
of modern software analysis techniques such as static bug-finding [Avots et al. 2005; Blackshear
et al. 2015; Livshits and Lam 2003; Naik et al. 2006; Sui et al. 2014], program verification [Fink
et al. 2008], security vulnerability detection [Arzt et al. 2014; Tripp et al. 2009; Yan et al. 2017], and
automatic program repair [Gao et al. 2015; Lee et al. 2018]. The effectiveness and usefulness of
these techniques are ultimately determined by the qualities of the underlying points-to analysis.

Context-sensitivity holds the key to the development of precise and scalable points-to analysis.
In order to accurately track local variables and heap objects, a context-sensitive analysis treats
multiple calls to the same method separately for its different calling contexts. For object-oriented
and functional languages, context-sensitivity is the single most important factor that affects both
precision and scalability. It has greater impact on the analysis precision than other techniques
such as flow-sensitivity [Lhoták and Hendren 2006; Smaragdakis and Balatsouras 2015], and the
improved precision by context-sensitivity is likely to increase scalability as well [Kashyap et al.
2014; Smaragdakis et al. 2011].

Consequently, developing effective approaches to context-sensitivity has been the major goal of
research in points-to analysis. In particular, one practical approach to context-sensitivity is the
so-called k-limited method [Sharir and Pnueli 1981] and over the last decades researchers have
explored various flavors and policies with different tradeoffs, such as object-sensitivity [Milanova
et al. 2005], type-sensitivity [Smaragdakis et al. 2011], hybrid context-sensitivity [Kastrinis and
Smaragdakis 2013], and selective context-sensitivity [Jeong et al. 2017; Oh et al. 2014; Smaragdakis
et al. 2014]. These approaches vary depending on the program entities that they use as context
elements or policies to assign k values. Unlike the classical k-call-site-sensitivity [Shivers 1988],
object- and type-sensitivity use a sequence of allocation-sites and a sequence of allocating-classes
as context elements, respectively, providing new sweet spots for object-oriented languages. Hybrid
context-sensitivity provides a way of combining call-site-sensitivity and object-sensitivity to enjoy
benefits of both approaches. Selective context-sensitive analyses assign differentk values to different
methods.

In this paper, we present context tunneling, a new approach for performing precise and scalable
k-limited context-sensitive analysis. The key observation behind our approach is that, although
existing approaches for context-sensitivity differ in various characteristics such as flavors [Kastrinis
and Smaragdakis 2013; Milanova et al. 2005; Shivers 1988; Smaragdakis et al. 2011] and policies to
assign k values [Jeong et al. 2017; Oh et al. 2014; Smaragdakis et al. 2014], they all have a significant
weakness in common: they update the context of a method unconditionally at every call-site and
therefore important context elements are overwritten by more recent, but not necessarily more
important, context elements. We found that this is a key factor that limits the effectiveness of
the existing context-sensitive analyses, and show that dramatic increase in both precision and
scalability can be gained by maintaining important context elements only. Our technique updates
contexts selectively and decides when to preserve contexts without modification. We formalize our
technique in a general setting, so that it is applicable to all major flavors of context-sensitivity.

We also present a new data-driven approach for realizing effective context tunneling. Although
the potential of context tunneling is tremendous, maximizing its impact in practice is nontrivial.
This is mainly because precision increase by context tunneling is very sensitive to the choice of
important context elements and even not monotone with respect to the ordering of the choices.
As a result, manually coming up with a good heuristic rule for context tunneling is extremely
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challenging and likely ends up with suboptimal results. To address this challenge, we leverage the
recent trend of data-driven program analysis [Chae et al. 2017; Heo et al. 2016, 2017; Jeong et al.
2017; Oh et al. 2015; Singh et al. 2018; Wei and Ryder 2015] and aim at automatically learning a
context-tunneling heuristic from data. Given a dataset of programs and a set of method features,
our learning algorithm generates a heuristic that determines the context elements that contribute to
improving the final analysis performance. Our algorithm is carefully designed for context tunneling,
so it is able to produce effective heuristics over the non-monotonic space of context tunneling.
We implemented our approach on top of the Doop framework [Bravenboer and Smaragdakis

2009] and evaluated it with four major flavors of context-sensitivity: call-site-sensitivity [Shivers
1988], object-sensitivity [Milanova et al. 2002, 2005], type-sensitivity [Smaragdakis et al. 2011], and
hybrid context-sensitivity [Kastrinis and Smaragdakis 2013]. In all analyses, context tunneling has
improved the performance of the existing analyses remarkably. In particular, context tunneling
enabled 1-context-sensitive analyses to far outperform 2-context-sensitive counterparts in both
scalability and precision. We also demonstrate that the effectiveness of context tunneling comes
from our learning algorithm; we evaluate our learning algorithm from various perspectives and
justify the design decisions underlying the algorithm.

Contributions. In summary, our contributions are as follow:

• We present context tunneling, a new technique for improving k-limited context-sensitive
points-to analysis by carefully maintaining important context elements.
• We present a new data-driven approach for learning context tunneling heuristics. Key tech-
nical contribution is the non-greedy learning algorithm that is able to effectively search for
good heuristics over non-monotonic parameter space of context tunneling.
• We extensively evaluate the effectiveness of context tunneling and our learning approach
with for four flavors of context sensitive analysis for Java.

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLES

In this section, we illustrate our technique with examples. We describe our technique with k-call-
site-sensitivity and k-object-sensitivity, but it is applicable to other flavors of context-sensitivity
too. The general description is presented in Section 3.

In this section, we restrict our discussion to the traditional k-limited context-sensitive analysis.
Other approaches such as value-based context-sensitivity [Khedker and Karkare 2008; Padhye and
Khedker 2013] may not suffer from the issue described in this section. However, their applicability
to real-world points-to analysis remains to be seen, which is beyond the scope of this paper. On
the other hand, the k-limited method is more widely used in practical settings [Bravenboer and
Smaragdakis 2009; Jeong et al. 2017; Kastrinis and Smaragdakis 2013; Smaragdakis et al. 2011, 2014].

2.1 Call-Site-Sensitivity

Example Code. Suppose that we analyze the example Java code in Fig. 1a using a k-call-site-
sensitive points-to analysis [Smaragdakis and Balatsouras 2015]. The example code has three class
definitions, namely A, B, and C. Classes A and B are empty and class C has two methods: id and
main. Method id is essentially the identity function on the first argument, which takes an object v
and an integer i, and returns the same object after making recursive calls until i becomes 0. In
main, id is invoked twice with different objects. Both method invocations share the same argument
i that comes from the external environment (i.e. user input). The goal of the points-to analysis is
to prove the safety of two type casts at lines 8 and 9.
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1 class A {} class B {}

2 class C {

3 static Object id (Object v, int i){

4 return i >= 0 ? id(v, i-1) : v;

5 }

6 public static void main (){

7 int i = input();

8 A a = (A) id(new A(), i); //Query 1

9 B b = (B) id(new B(), i); //Query 2

10 }

11 }

(a) Example code

main

[·]

id

[8]

id

[9]

id

[8, 4]

id

[9, 4]

id

[8, 4, · · · , 4
︸      ︷︷      ︸

k

]

id

[9, 4, · · · , 4
︸      ︷︷      ︸

k

]

id

[4, · · · , 4
︸   ︷︷   ︸

k

]

(b) Call-graph by k-CFA

main

[·]

id

[8]

id

[9]

(c) Call-graph by 1-CFA with tunneling

Fig. 1. Example and call-graphs constructed by the conventional k-call-site-sensitivity (k-CFA) and our
1-call-site-sensitivity with context tunneling

Conventional Call-Site-Sensitivity. The traditional k-call-site-sensitive analysis fails to prove
the queries no matter what k value is used. Because the value of i can be any integer, the following
set K∞ of infinite number of call-strings can be generated for method id at runtime:

K∞ = {[8], [9], [8, 4], [9, 4], [8, 4, 4], [9, 4, 4], [8, 4, 4, 4], [9, 4, 4, 4], . . .}

where, for example, [8, 4] denotes the context that method id was called along the sequence of
call-sites 8 and 4. The k-call-site-sensitive analysis approximates the call-strings in K∞ by their
suffixes of length up to k . For example, when k = 2, the analysis uses the following setK2 of abstract
contexts:

K2 = {[8], [9], [8, 4], [9, 4], [4, 4]}

where an infinite number of contexts, {[8, 4, 4], [9, 4, 4], [8, 4, 4, 4], [9, 4, 4, 4], . . .}, in K∞ are approx-
imated by their common suffix [4, 4]. The analysis analyzes the method id separately for each
context in K2. Although this approximation ensures termination, the analysis is now unable to
differentiate the two separate calls to id at lines 8 and 9, causing the argument v of id to point
to both objects A and B at the same time when the context becomes [4, 4]. Thus, both objects get
returned to both queries simultaneously, making the analysis fail to prove their cast safety. Note
that the analysis fails to prove the queries for any k values, because all the context strings longer
than k are eventually merged into a single context [4, . . . , 4

︸  ︷︷  ︸

k

] (see Fig. 1b).

Context Tunneling. With context tunneling, however, even 1-call-site sensitive analysis be-
comes to prove the queries. The main weakness of the conventional k-context-sensitive analysis
is that it blindly updates the context of a method at every call-site, thereby allowing important
context elements for the method to be easily overwritten by less important ones. In the example,
distinguishing the two call-sites at lines 8 and 9 is essential to proving the queries. However, this
information is eventually lost by repeatedly appending the less important call-site 4 to the context
of id (Fig. 1b). Our technique aims to overcome this weakness by maintaining important context
elements only during analysis. For example, we exclude the call-site 4 from the context strings
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generated for method id and thus approximate the set K∞ to the set KT of contexts:

KT = {[8], [9]}.

Here abstract contexts [8] and [9] in KT denote the sets of concrete contexts {[8], [8, 4], [8, 4, 4], . . .}
and {[9], [9, 4], [9, 4, 4], . . .} in K∞, respectively. The resulting context-sensitive analysis with KT is
able to prove the queries as it differentiates the two calls to id at lines 8 and 9 completely, producing
the call-graph in Fig. 1c.

Challenge. The example shows that the idea of context tunneling is potentially powerful; even 1-
context-sensitivity with tunneling can be as precise as∞-context-sensitivity. The goal of this paper
is to maximize this tremendous, yet untapped, potential of the existing k-context-sensitive analysis.
However, achieving effective context tunneling in practice is challenging. The effectiveness of the
technique is very sensitive to the choice of important context elements. For example, choosing the
call-site 4, rather than call-sites 8 and 9, does not work for the example program. In the worst case,
the analysis precision degenerates into the context-insensitive case (e.g. when selecting no context
elements at all), becoming even inferior to the ordinary k-context-sensitive analysis. Coming up
with a good heuristic rule for choosing important context elements is nontrivial; hand-crafting
such a rule not only requires a huge amount of engineering effort and domain knowledge but also
likely fails to maximize the potential of the technique.

Data-Driven Context Tunneling. We address this challenge with a data-driven approach that
automatically learns a good heuristic rule for context tunneling from a training set of programs.
Our aim is to generate a heuristicH , which takes a program and returns a relation T on methods.
The relation contains a method pair (m1,m2) if the calling context ofm1 is more important than
that of m2. Thus, if (m1,m2) ∈ T , the analysis applies context tunneling when m2 is invoked;
that is, m2 inherits the context of m1 ignoring the current context element. For the k-call-site-
sensitivity example, HΠ produces the relation T = {(id, id)}, which means that tunneling is
applied when id is called from id. As a result, the call-site 4, on which id is called from id, will not
be used as important context elements during analysis. When main calls id, however, the analysis
updates the contexts as the ordinary analysis since (main, id) < T . In our approach, the heuristic
is parameterized and the parameter determines the contents of the relation T . The goal of our
data-driven technique is to characterize the two classes of methods: 1) methods that increase the
analysis precision by passing their contexts to others, and 2) methods that increase the analysis
precision by inheriting contexts from others. Section 4 defines the learning problem and presents
an efficient algorithm to solve the problem.

2.2 Object-Sensitivity

The use of context tunneling is not limited to call-site-sensitivity. Below, we describe a typical
situation where object-sensitivity benefits from context tunneling.

Example Code. Fig. 2a shows a common code pattern that 1-object-sensitivity with a context-
sensitive heap loses precision, which is found frequently in data structure implementations such as
List and Map. In the example code, we have four top-level classes, A, B, C, and ArrayList, and an
inner class ListIter inside of the ArrayList class. The ArrayList class implements a resizable
array. For simplicity, it maintains data in the elementData array and has the addmethod to append
new data at the end of elementData. It also has the iterator method that returns an object of
type ListIter, providing access to elementData. The main method in class C performs usual
allocate-add-retrieve tasks using ListIter. The goal of the points-to analysis is to prove the safety
of two type casts at lines 13 and 14.
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1 class A {} class B {}

2 class C {

3 public static void main (){

4 ArrayList al1 = new ArrayList();//AL1

5 ArrayList al2 = new ArrayList();//AL2

6
7 al1.add(new A());

8 al2.add(new B());

9
10 ArrayList.ListItr it1 = al1.iterator();

11 ArrayList.ListItr it2 = al2.iterator();

12
13 A a = (A)it1.next(); //Query 1

14 B b = (B)it2.next(); //Query 2

15 }

16 }

17

18 class ArrayList{

19 Object[] elementData = new Object[10];

20 int size = 0;

21 void add(Object e){

22 elementData[size++] = e;

23 }

24 ListItr iterator(){

25 return new ListItr(); //IT

26 }

27 class ListItr{

28 int cursor = 0;

29 Object next(){

30 return elementData[cursor++];

31 }

32 }

33 }

(a) Example code

main

[·]

add

[AL1]
add

[AL2]
iterator

[AL1]
iterator

[AL2]

next

[IT ]

(b) Call-graph by 1-object-sensitive analysis

main

[·]

add

[AL1]
add

[AL2]
iterator

[AL1]
iterator

[AL2]

next

[AL1]

next

[AL2]

(c) Call-graph by 1-object-sensitive analysis with
tunneling

Fig. 2. Example and call-graphs constructed by the conventional 1-object-sensitivity and our 1-object-
sensitivity with context tunneling

Conventional Object-Sensitivity. Conventional object-sensitivity analyzes different method
calls separately for their base objects (and their heap contexts, if needed) [Smaragdakis et al.
2011]. For example, when we analyze the next method at line 13, 2-object-sensitivity creates
the context [AL1, IT], where IT is the allocation-site of the base object (it1) and AL1 is its heap
context. Likewise, the method invocation at line 14 creates the context [AL2, IT], enabling the
analysis to distinguish the first and second calls to the same method. Using base objects as contexts
makes object-sensitivity more favorable than call-site-sensitivity for object-oriented languages.
However, it still updates contexts unconditionally at every method call and may lose important
context elements when k is not sufficiently large. For example, when we analyze the code with
1-object-sensitivity, the two calls to next are analyzed under the same context [IT] (Fig. 2b). As a
result, both objects A and B get returned to both queries simultaneously, making the analysis fail to
prove the safety of type casting.

Object-Sensitivity with Context Tunneling. With context tunneling, however, even 1-object-
sensitivity can prove the queries. Note that object-sensitivity has a different flavor from call-site-
sensitivity; it updates the context with the heap context of the base object [Milanova et al. 2002,
2005]. Base variables it1 and it2 point to the same heap allocation with different heap contexts: AL1
and AL2. Applying context tunneling for the two method calls to next corresponds to propagating
the heap contexts AL1 and AL2 at lines 13 and 14, respectively, without modification. The resulting
context-sensitive analysis proves the queries with a call-graph shown in Fig. 2c.
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3 POINTS-TO ANALYSIS WITH CONTEXT TUNNELING

In this section, we formally describe the idea of context tunneling. In Section 3.1, we describe the
conventional k-context-sensitive points-to analysis in a general setting, so that context tunneling
in Section 3.2 is applicable to various flavors of context-sensitivity.

3.1 Conventional k-Context-Sensitive Analysis

Generic Analysis. We first formalize the well-known context-sensitive points-to analysis for
Java [Smaragdakis and Balatsouras 2015], which is a flow-insensitive, field-sensitive, and subset-
based analysis with on-the-fly call-graph construction. To reveal the core idea of context tunneling,
we abstract the baseline analysis so that it is generic in terms of both flavors and depths of context-
sensitivity. For example, the analysis is able to express various context-sensitivity flavors such
as call-site-sensitivity [Shivers 1988], object-sensitivity [Milanova et al. 2005], hybrid context-
sensitivity [Kastrinis and Smaragdakis 2013], and type-sensitivity [Smaragdakis et al. 2011] with
arbitrary depths for calling contexts and heap contexts. In our formalism, such variations are
characterized by the following data:

⟨flavor,maxK ,maxH⟩ (maxK ≥ maxH )

where flavor is a function that characterizes the flavor of context-sensitivity (e.g. call-site-sensitivity,
object-sensitivity, etc).maxK andmaxH represent themaximum depths of calling and heap contexts,
respectively. For example, ⟨flavorcall, 1, 0⟩ defines the 1-call-site-sensitive analysis with context-
insensitive heap and ⟨flavorobj, 2, 1⟩ defines the 2-object-sensitive analysis with 1-context-sensitive

heap, and so on. We will shortly define the flavor function for call-site-sensitivity (flavorcall),
object-sensitivity (flavorobj), and type-sensitivity (flavor type).

Programs and Domains. We consider the five types of instructions in Java:

linst → l : inst, inst → x = new C() | x = y | x = y.f | x .f = y | x = y.sig(arg)

where each instruction is associated with a unique label. A labeled instruction (linst) consists of a
label (l) and an instruction (inst). An instruction is object allocation (x = new C()), move (x = y),
load (x = y.f ), store (x .f = y), or method invocation (x = y.sig(arg)). For simplicity, we assume
every method has a single argument (except for the object itself).
The analysis uses the following domains: V is a set of program variables,M is a set of method

identifiers, S is a set of method signatures (method name and type), F is a set of field names, I is a
set of instruction labels, H is a set of abstract heaps, i.e., allocation-sites (H ⊆ I), T is a set of class
types, C is a set of calling contexts, and HC is a set of heap contexts. C and HC will be defined
depending on the flavor of context-sensitivity.
In addition, we assume four auxiliary functions: methof , typeof , classof , and lookup. methof ∈

I→ M maps an instruction label to the method containing the instruction. typeof ∈ H→ T maps
an allocation-site to the type of the allocated object. classof : I → T maps an instruction to its
containing class. lookup ∈ T × S→ M maps a pair of a class type and a signature to the method
that matches the signature inside the class. Given a methodm, we writemthis ,mparam,mreturn for
the ‘this’ variable, formal parameter, and return variable of the method, respectively.

Analysis Output. Given a program, the analysis computes the following information:

• ptsto : V × C→ ℘(H × HC)
• fldptsto : H × HC × F→ ℘(H × HC)
• reachable : M→ ℘(C)
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l : x = new C() ctx ∈ reachable(methof (l)) hctx = ⌈ctx⌉maxH

(heapl, hctx) ∈ ptsto(x, ctx)

l : x = y ctx ∈ reachable(methof (l))

ptsto(y, ctx) ⊆ ptsto(x, ctx)

l : x = y.f ctx ∈ reachable(methof (l)) (heap, hctx) ∈ ptsto(y, ctx)

fldptsto(heap, hctx, f ) ⊆ ptsto(x, ctx)

l : x .f = y ctx ∈ reachable(methof (l)) (heap, hctx) ∈ ptsto(x, ctx)

ptsto(y, ctx) ⊆ fldptsto(heap, hctx, f )

l : x = y.sig(arg) ctx ∈ reachable(methof (l))

(heap, hctx) ∈ ptsto(y, ctx) t = typeof (heap) m = lookup(t , sig)

(e, pctx, _) = flavor(heap, hctx, l, ctx) ctx ′ = ⌈pctx ++ e⌉maxK

ctx ′ ∈ reachable(m) (heap, hctx) ∈ ptsto(mthis, ctx
′)

ptsto(arg, ctx) ⊆ ptsto(mparam, ctx
′) ptsto(mreturn, ctx

′) ⊆ ptsto(x , ctx)

Fig. 3. Conventional context-sensitive points-to analysis

The function ptsto stores points-to sets for local variables: given a variable x ∈ V and a calling
context ctx ∈ C, ptsto(x , ctx) denotes the set of heap objects and their heap contexts that x under
ctx may point to. Other functions are used as intermediate information to compute ptsto: given
heap ∈ H, hctx ∈ HC, and f ∈ F, fldptsto(heap, hctx, f ) represents the set of heap objects possibly
pointed to by the field of the heap object, and reachable(m) records the set of calling contexts ofm
under which the methodm is reachable from the entry of the program.

Analysis Rules. Figure 3 presents the analysis rules. The analysis aims to find the smallest
functions of ptsto, fldptsto, and reachable that are closed under the analysis rules, where the order
is defined pointwisely. Rules are defined for each instruction type. For example, the first rule is
responsible for object allocation, where an abstract heap heapl ∈ H is created from the allocation-
site l . Its heap context hctx is obtained from the calling context ctx of the method containing the
instruction, possibly truncated so as to keep the last maxH context elements, i.e., hctx = ⌈ctx⌉maxH .
The operator ⌈·⌉k is used to truncate contexts: ⌈⟨a1,a2, . . . ,an⟩⌉k = ⟨an−k+1, . . . ,an⟩.

The rules for the move, load, and store instructions are intuitive while the last rule for method
invocation needs explanation. Given a method invocation l : x = y.sig(arg), where l denotes the
invocation-site, sig the method signature (name and type), and arg an actual argument, we identify
the calling context ctx of the caller method, (heap, hctx) the receiver object and its heap context
that y points to, t the class type of the object heap, andm the callee method whose signature is
sig and the enclosing class is t . Then we create a new calling context ctx ′ for the callee method
by appending (++) the current context element e to the previous context pctx, i.e., ⌈pctx ++ e⌉maxK ,
possibly truncated to keep the last maxK context elements. We call the previous context pctx the
łparentž context and the new one ⌈pctx ++ e⌉maxK the łchildž context.

Context-Sensitivity Flavors. The notions of context elements and parent contexts depend
on the particular flavor of context-sensitivity and are defined by flavor . Given a heap heap ∈

H, heap context hctx ∈ HC, invocation-site invo ∈ I, and calling context ctx ∈ C as input,
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l : x = y.sig(arg) ctx ∈ reachable(methof (l))

(heap, hctx) ∈ ptsto(y, ctx) t = typeof (heap) m = lookup(t , sig)

(e, pctx,p) = flavor(heap, hctx, l, ctx) ctx ′ =

{

⌈pctx ++ e⌉maxK if (p,m) < T
⌈pctx⌉maxK if (p,m) ∈ T

ctx ′ ∈ reachable(m) (heap, hctx) ∈ ptsto(mthis, ctx
′)

ptsto(arg, ctx) ⊆ ptsto(mparam, ctx
′) ptsto(mreturn, ctx

′) ⊆ ptsto(x , ctx)

Fig. 4. Context-sensitive points-to analysis with tunneling

flavor(heap, hctx, invo, ctx) returns the current context element (e) to be used, the parent context
(pctx), and the parent method (p) where pctx is used as a calling context. Various flavors of context-
sensitivity can be obtained by defining flavor appropriately. For example, call-site-sensitivity [Shiv-
ers 1988], object-sensitivity [Milanova et al. 2005], and type-sensitivity [Smaragdakis et al. 2011]
are characterized as follows:

flavorcall(heap, hctx, invo, ctx) = (invo, ctx,methof (invo)) (Call-site-sensitivity)

flavorobj(heap, hctx, invo, ctx) = (heap, hctx,methof (heap)) (Object-sensitivity)

flavor type(heap, hctx, invo, ctx) = (classof (heap), hctx,methof (heap)) (Type-sensitivity)

That is, the defining characteristic of call-site-sensitivity is that it uses invocation-sites (invo) as
context elements, the parent context is the context (ctx) of the caller, and the parent method is the
caller (methof (invo)). In other words, in call-site-sensitivity, the new context is created by appending
the current context element to the calling context of the caller method. Object-sensitivity [Milanova
et al. 2005] differs from call-site-sensitivity in both the context element and the parent context:
it uses allocation-sites (heap) as context elements and the parent context comes from the heap
context (hctx) of the receiver object (heap). The parent method is methof (heap) because the heap
context (hctx) corresponds to the calling context of the method containing the allocation-site.
Type-sensitivity [Smaragdakis et al. 2011] is similar to object-sensitivity except that it uses the
containing classes (i.e. classof (heap)), instead of allocation-sites, as context elements. Hybrid
context-sensitivity [Kastrinis and Smaragdakis 2013] combines call-site-sensitivity (flavorcall) and
object-sensitivity (flavorobj); it uses call-site-sensitivity at static calls and object-sensitivity at virtual
calls.

3.2 Analysis with Context Tunneling

Now we describe context tunneling on top of the generic context-sensitive analysis. We assume
that a binary relation T on methods, called tunneling relation, is given prior to the analysis:

T ⊆ M ×M.

Intuitively, T relates the parent and child methods that require context tunneling. Suppose that a
methodm2 is called during analysis where its parent method ism1. Ifm1 andm2 are related by T ,
i.e., (m1,m2) ∈ T , we apply context tunneling by reusing the context of the parent method (m1) in
analyzing the child method (m2) without creating a new context form2. Given a tunneling relation
T , the analysis rule for performing context tunneling is defined in Figure 4. All the existing rules
except for method calls are carried over to the new analysis without any modifications. The rule
for method call in Figure 3 is replaced by the rule in Figure 4, where the only difference is in the
way of constructing the child context ctx ′. If (p,m) < T (i.e. tunneling disabled), we update the
calling context as the conventional k-context-sensitive analysis does. Otherwise, when (p,m) ∈ T
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(i.e. tunneling enabled), we just pass the parent context pctx to the child method (i.e. ctx ′ = pctx)
without appending the current context element to pctx.

Although the idea of context tunneling is simple, realizing effective tunneling in practice is
challenging. We found that the performance of context tunneling is very sensitive to the choice
of the tunneling relation; with a good relation, context tunneling is able to improve the baseline
analysis significantly but, with an inappropriate choice, the analysis becomes even inferior to
the context-insensitive analysis. Manually finding a general heuristic rule to generate an optimal
tunneling relation for a given program was difficult for real-world Java programs. The goal of
Section 4 is to address this challenge with a data-driven technique that automatically learns a good
tunneling heuristic from data.

4 LEARNING CONTEXT-TUNNELING HEURISTICS

In this section, we present a machine-learning algorithm specialized for generating good context
tunneling heuristics from a dataset of programs.

4.1 Parametric Program Analysis

Let us first encapsulate our analysis in Section 3 as a parametric program analysis [Liang et al.
2011]. Let P ∈ P be a program to analyze. LetMP be the set of methods in P . Then, we can define
the set RP of all tunneling relations for P as follows:

T ∈ RP = ℘(MP ×MP ).

The set RP forms the parameter space of the analysis for P , where an element T ∈ RP Ð a set of
method pairs Ð represents a tunneling relation. Abstractions are ordered by set inclusion. For each
pair (m1,m2) of parent and child methods in T , we apply context-tunneling by reusing the calling
context of the parent method (m1) when analyzing the child method (m2) without creating a new
context form2. The abstraction space covers the conventional context-insensitive and -sensitive
analyses: with T = ∅, the analysis becomes an ordinary k-context-sensitive analysis, and with
T = MP ×MP , the analysis equals to the context-insensitive analysis.
We assume that a set QP of assertions is given together with the input program P . For instance,

QP may denote the set of all type casts in P and the analysis attempts to prove that they do not
fail at runtime (i.e. no down-casting failures). Then, we can model points-to analysis for P by the
function FP :

FP ∈ RP → ℘(QP ) × N.

Given a program P and a tunneling relation T ∈ RP , FP (T ) returns the set Q ⊆ QP of proved
assertions and the analysis time n ∈ N represented by a natural number (e.g. time took to analyze
the program). We define two projection functions: proved(FP (T )) and cost(FP (T )) denote the set
of proved assertions (Q) and the analysis cost (n) of the analysis FP (T ), respectively.

Non-Monotonicity. One noticeable property of our analysis is non-monotonicity. Note that
existing parametric program analyses are typically monotone with respect to their parameters; that
is, the analysis precision is monotonically increasing (or decreasing) with respect to the parameters
of the analysis (e.g. [Jeong et al. 2017; Liang and Naik 2011; Liang et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2014]). That
is, if p ⊑ p ′ then proved(FP (p)) ⊆ proved(FP (p

′)) (or proved(FP (p)) ⊇ proved(FP (p
′))). For example,

in a selective context-sensitive analysis [Jeong et al. 2017], making more methods context-sensitive
always increases precision. In our case, however, the analysis is not monotone with respect to the
parameters (i.e. context-tunneling relations). That is, T ⊆ T ′ does not imply FP (T ) ⊆ FP (T

′) or
FP (T ) ⊇ FP (T

′). Consequently, neither FP (∅) nor FP (MP ×MP ) Ð the conventional k-context-
sensitive analysis and context-insensitive analysis Ð is the most precise one in the parameter
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space of context tunneling. As we describe in Section 4.4, this unusual property makes learning
challenging; in particular, we cannot use the existing learning algorithms (e.g. [Jeong et al. 2017;
Liang et al. 2011]) that exploit the monotonicity of analysis.

4.2 Machine-Learning Model for Context Tunneling

Our goal is to learn a tunneling heuristic, denotedH , from a dataset of programs, which takes a
program P and returns a tunneling relation for P :

H(P) ∈ ℘(MP ×MP ).

To generate such a heuristic automatically, we need to define a space of possible tunneling heuristics,
called model or inductive bias in the machine learning community. A standard method is to define
the space by a generic heuristic with free parameters, reducing the problem of generating a good
heuristic to the problem of finding appropriate parameter values. There is a number of different
ways to define such a parameterized heuristic. For example, we can use a linear combination of
input features [Oh et al. 2015] or a non-linear, disjunctive combination [Jeong et al. 2017]. We take
the latter approach because the non-linear method is known to be more effective for points-to
analysis than the simple linear approach [Jeong et al. 2017].

Following Jeong et al. [2017], we use a boolean formula over atomic features as a model parameter.
Let us assume that a set of atomic features is given:A = {a1,a2, . . . ,an}, where a feature ai describes
a property of methods. It is a function from programs to predicates on methods:

ai (P) : MP → {true, false}.

For example, a feature may express the set of methods that have heap allocation in their bodies.
We shortly present our atomic features in detail. Given a set of atomic features, we can express
more complex features of methods by combining the atomic features. We combine them with a
boolean formula f in disjunctive normal form, i.e., a disjunction of conjunctions of literals:

f =
∨

i

∧

j

li, j

where li, j is a literal: true, false, atomic feature a ∈ A, or their negations. Note that the meaning of a
boolean formula is a set of methods. Given a program P and a formula f =

∨

i

∧

j li, j , let [[f ]]P be the
set of methods onwhich the formula f evaluates to true: [[f ]]P =

⋃

i

⋂

j [[li, j ]]P where [[true]]P = MP ,
[[false]]P = ∅, [[ai ]]P = {m ∈ MP | ai (P)(m) = true}, and [[¬ai ]]P = MP \ [[ai ]]P . In the rest of this
paper, we often represent a formula in disjunctive normal form by a set of sets of literals. For
example, the formula f = (a1 ∧ a2) ∨ (¬a3 ∧ a4) can be represented by {{a1,a2}, {¬a3,a4}}.
Our model uses two boolean formulas Π = ⟨f1, f2⟩ and generates the tunneling relation for a

given program P as follows:

HΠ(P) = {(m1,m2) ∈ MP ×MP | m1 ∈ [[f1]]P ∨m2 ∈ [[f2]]P }. (1)

The generated relation includes a pair (m1,m2) of methods if m1 ∈ [[f1]]P or m2 ∈ [[f2]]P . This
conditions says that we apply context tunneling whenm1 is implied by f1 orm2 by f2. Intuitively,
f1 denotes the set of methods that improve the analysis performance by passing their contexts to
child methods, and f2 describes the methods that benefit by reusing the contexts of their parent
methods. The goal of our learning algorithm is to discover the characteristics of such methods,
represented by boolean combinations (f1 and f2) of features, that maximize the performance of the
heuristic.
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Table 1. Atomic features used in evaluation

Class A (Signature features)

A1 łjavaž A2 łlangž A3 łsunž A4 ł()ž A5 łvoidž

A6 łsecurityž A7 łintž A8 łutilž A9 łStringž A10 łinitž

Class B (Additional features)

B1 Methods contained in nested class B7 Methods containing static method invocation

B2 Methods taking multiple arguments B8 Methods containing virtual method invocation

B3 Methods containing array load B9 Static method

B4 Methods containing local assignments B10 Methods containing a single heap allocation

B5 Methods containing local variables B11 Methods taking an argument of Object type

B6 Methods containing field store B12 Methods containing multiple heap allocations

B13 Methods contained in a large class

Atomic Features. Table 1 shows 23 atomic features we have used in learning. Each feature in
Table 1 describes a syntactic property of Java method definitions. The features are classified into
two types: signature features (Class A) and additional features (Class B). Signature features (A1
ś A10) came from the existing work [Jeong et al. 2017] and additional features (B1 ś B13) have
been newly designed in this work. Signature features consist of strings that most frequently appear
in method signatures from the DaCapo suite [Blackburn et al. 2006]. For example, the feature A5
(łvoidž) denotes the set of methods whose signature strings include łvoidž as a substring. On the
other hand, features B1 ś B13 describe slightly higher-level properties. For example, the feature
B1 denotes the set of methods that belong to inner classes. When choosing atomic features, we
focused on collecting as many simple features as possible and let the learning algorithm to discover
meaningful combinations of them automatically. In Section 5.2, we discuss impact of using different
atomic features.

4.3 Optimization Problem

Formally, the learning problem is expressed as an optimization problem. Given program analysis F ,
parameterized heuristicHΠ defined in (1), and training programs P = {P1, . . . , Pm}, our goal is to
find the parameters f1 and f2 that maximize the precision of the analysis over the codebase:

Find Π = ⟨f1, f2⟩ that maximizes
∑

P ∈P

|proved(FP (HΠ(P)))|

such that Π = ⟨f1, f2⟩ satisfies the following constraint on the analysis cost:
∑

P ∈P

cost(FP (HΠ(P))) ≤
∑

P ∈P

cost(FP (∅)).

The constraint says that the analysis with context tunneling (FP (HΠ(P))) is at least as scalable as
the baseline analysis without tunneling (FP (∅)).

4.4 Learning Algorithm

In this paper, we present an algorithm that effectively solves the optimization problem. The key chal-
lenge, which makes our algorithm substantially differ from the existing learning algorithms [Jeong
et al. 2017; Liang et al. 2011], is that the analysis F is not monotone with respect to the tunneling
relations. In existing learning algorithms [Jeong et al. 2017; Liang et al. 2011], monotonicity plays a
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Algorithm 1 Overall Algorithm

Input: Static analyzer F , codebase P, atomic features A

Output: Model parameters f1 and f2
1: procedure Learn(F , P, A)

2: f2 ← LearnParameter(2, false, F , P,A) ▷ learn methods for child contexts

3: f1 ← LearnParameter(1, f2, F , P,A) ▷ learn methods for parent contexts

4: return ⟨f1, f2⟩

5: end procedure

central role in finding analysis parameters efficiently. They start from the most precise abstraction,
and iteratively refine the abstraction until a smallest abstraction that satisfies a given constraint is
found; here monotonicity allows the algorithms to safely rule out a large set of abstractions smaller
than any previously failed (constraint-unsatisfying) abstractions. Consequently, these algorithms
follow a (decreasing) chain of parameters and monotonicity ensures that this strategy is optimal.
However, when the analysis is not monotone, simply following a chain of parameters no longer
provides such a guarantee. Our algorithm is able to find a good parameter over the non-monotonic
space of tunneling relations by exploring the search space in a non-greedy way that seeks to
maximize the final benefit, instead of the immediate benefit.

Overall Algorithm. The overall algorithm consists of two phases. It first learns the formula f2,
aiming at characterizing the methods that increase the analysis precision by inheriting contexts
from their parent methods instead of creating their own ones. With the learned f2, the algorithm
continues to learn f1, the set of methods that improves the precision by passing their contexts to
child methods. Those two formulas f1 and f2 become the parameter Π = ⟨f1, f2⟩ of the heuristic
HΠ . Procedure Learn in Algorithm 1 describes the overall procedure. It takes three inputs: a
static analyzer F parameterized by tunneling relations, a set P of training programs, and a set A of
atomic features. The algorithm calls the same subroutine, LearnParameter, twice with different
parameters. Note that the formula f2 learned in the first phase is used in the second phase at line 3.
In the rest of this section, we write Π(i) when Π = ⟨f1, f2⟩ for f1 (when i = 1) or f2 (when i = 2),
and write Π[fi 7→ д] for ⟨д, f2⟩ (when i = 1) or ⟨f1,д⟩ (when i = 2).

Learning a Single Parameter. Procedure LearnParameter in Algorithm 2 takes four inputs:
index i indicating the formula to learn (i.e. i = 1, 2 when learning f1, f2, respectively), learned
formula f2 (if any), static analyzer F , training programs P, and atomic features A. At line 3, we
initialize the parameter Π = ⟨f1, f2⟩, where both f1 and f2 are false in the beginning (when we
learn f2). Note that, at this point, the heuristicHΠ indicates performing the conventional k-context-
sensitive analysis without context tunneling. The goal of the algorithm is to discover a heuristic
HΠ′ that maximally increases the precision of the baseline analysis without sacrificing its scalability.
Our strategy to do so is to identify what we call seed features and iteratively refine them to maximize
their effectiveness. We say a ∈ (A∪¬A) is a seed feature if it describes methods for which applying
context tunneling has potential to improve the precision of the baseline analysis. We define the
predicate SeedFeature as follows:

SeedFeature(a, i,Π, F , P) =
( ⋃

P ∈P

proved(FP (HΠ[fi 7→a](P))) \ proved(FP (HΠ(P)))
)

, ∅

In words, Π denotes the current baseline heuristic (e.g. conventional analysis without tunneling in
the beginning). Let A = proved(FP (HΠ(P))) be the set of queries proved by the baseline analysis.
Let B = proved(FP (HΠ[fi 7→a](P))) be the set of queries proved by the analysis that applies context
tunneling to the methods implied by the feature a. We call a seed if B includes at least one query not
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Algorithm 2 Learning a Single Parameter

Input: Index i of parameter to learn, parameter f2, static analyzer F , codebase P, atomic features A

Output: ith parameter fi
1: procedure LearnParameter(i, f2, F , P,A)

2: f1 ← false

3: Π ← ⟨f1, f2⟩

4: W ← {a ∈ (A ∪ ¬A) | SeedFeature(a, i,Π, F , P)} ▷ collect seed features

5: whileW , ∅ do

6: s ← ChooseSeed(i,Π, F , P,W ) ▷ pick a seed feature fromW with highest potential

7: W ←W \ {s}

8: c ← RefineSeed(s, i,Π,A, F , P) ▷ refine seed feature s

9: Π
′ ← Π[fi 7→ fi ∨ c] ▷ new parameter to be evaluated

10: if BetterHeuristicFound(Π,Π′, P) then ▷ check whether new parameter improves

11: Π ← Π
′

▷ update parameter

12: end if

13: end while

14: return Π(i) ▷ return fi
15: end procedure

Algorithm 3 Refining a Seed Feature

Input: Seed feature s , parameter index i , parameters Π, atomic features A, static analyzer F , codebase P

Output: refined conjunction c

1: procedure RefineSeed(s , i , Π, A, F , P)

2: c ← s ▷ initial conjunction

3: Failed ← ∅ ▷ Failed will maintain features that fail to refine c

4: while (a ← ChooseRefiner(A, fi , c, P, Failed)) , false do ▷ iteratively refine conjunction c

5: c ′ ← c ∧ a ▷ refine c with a

6: Π
′ ← Π[fi 7→ fi ∨ c] ▷ old parameter

7: Π
′′ ← Π[fi 7→ fi ∨ c

′] ▷ new (refined) parameter

8: if Prec+(Π′,Π′′, P) ∧ HasPotential(Π′′,Π, P) then ▷ precision improved

9: c ← c ′

10: else if Prec=(Π′,Π′′, P) ∧ Cost−(Π′,Π′′, P) then ▷ cost reduced without precision loss

11: c ← c ′

12: else

13: Failed ← Failed ∪ {a} ▷ record failed attempt

14: end if

15: end while

16: return c

17: end procedure

in A, i.e., B \A , ∅. At line 4 of Algorithm 2, we collect all such seed features and they constitute
the initial worksetW .

In the loop at lines 5ś13, we iterate to refine each seed feature. At line 6, theChooseSeed function
chooses the seed feature that has the highest potential:

ChooseSeed(i,Π, F , P,W ) = argmax
a∈W

�
�

⋃

P ∈P

proved(FP (HΠ[fi 7→fi∨a](P))) \ proved(FP (HΠ(P)))
�
�

Among the seed features inW , we pick a feature a ∈ W that maximizes the number of queries
provable with the feature (i.e. Π[fi 7→ fi ∨a]) but unprovable withtout it (Π). Note that we evaluate
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the potential of a feature by the number of exclusively provable queries, not by the total number of
provable queries. That is, we do not choose the feature

argmax
a∈W ′

�
�

⋃

P ∈P

proved(FP (HΠ[fi 7→fi∨a](P)))
�
�

whereW ′
= {a ∈W |

�
�

⋃

P ∈P

proved(FP (HΠ[fi 7→fi∨a](P)))
�
� >

�
�

⋃

P ∈P

proved(FP (HΠ(P)))
�
�} (2)

which maximizes the immediate precision benefit. Instead, we deliberately choose a feature that
has a small (or even negative) immediate benefit but may lead to greater benefit after refinement.
This is a key decision point that our algorithm makes in order to maximize the performance in the
long run, when the analysis is not monotone with respect to its parameter space. Existing learning
algorithms designed with monotonicity in mind [Jeong et al. 2017; Liang et al. 2011] do not explore
the search space this wayÐthey simply seek immediate benefitÐ and not appropriate for learning
context tunneling heuristics. We discuss the effect of our search strategy in Section 5.2 in detail.

Once we choose seed s , we refine it to maximize its potential benefit by conjoining other features
(line 8). Procedure RefineSeed is responsible for refining s and returns a conjunctive clause
s ∧a1∧ · · · ∧ak . When the refinement procedure finishes, we update the parameter with the refined
clause and check whether the refined heuristic indeed produces improved performance (lines 9 and
11). Because we pick an atomic feature at the beginning of a clause refinement phase solely based
on its potential, overall precision of intermediate clauses can be lower than the baseline. We accept
the refined clause only if adding them to the formula improves the precision while satisfying the
cost constraint, which is checked by the BetterHeuristicFound predicate:

BetterHeuristicFound(Π1,Π2, P) =
∑

P ∈P

|proved(FP (HΠ1 (P)))| <
∑

P ∈P

|proved(FP (HΠ2 (P)))| ∧
∑

P ∈P

cost(FP (HΠ2 (P))) ≤
∑

P ∈P

cost(FP (∅))

If a better heuristic is found, we update the parameter and go back to line 5 where the next seed
feature is selected and refined. Note that the loop always terminates as the worksetW never grows
after line 4.

Refining a Seed Feature. Algorithm 3 presents the procedure for refining a seed feature (s).
The conjunction is initially s (line 2) and iteratively refined in the loop at lines 4ś15. At line 4, we
choose a refiner (i.e. an atomic feature) a from A and conjunct c with a, resulting in c ∧ a (line
5).When refining the current clause c , the algorithm behaves conservatively by choosing the feature
a that strengthens c as little as possible. We define the ChooseRefiner function as follows:

ChooseRefiner(A, f , c, P, Failed) = argmax
a∈(A∪¬A)\(c∪Failed)

∑

P ∈P

|[[f ∨ (c ∧ a)]]P |

Note that we exclude the features in the current clause c and those failed in the previous refinement
steps (Failed), which ensures that the refinement loop always terminates. At lines 5ś7, c and c ′

denote the current and refined clauses, respectively, and Π
′
,Π
′′ are the corresponding, current and

refined parameters. At lines 8ś12, the performance of the refined parameter is evaluated on the
training programs. The refined parameter is accepted if it improves the analysis precision (lines
8ś9) or it improves the scalability while retaining the precision (lines 10ś11). Otherwise (lines
12ś13), we do not refine the current clause c and store the feature a in Failed. The predicates Prec+,
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Prec=, and Cost− are defined as follows:

Prec+(Π1,Π2, F , P) =
∑

P ∈P |proved(FP (HΠ1 (P)))| <
∑

P ∈P |proved(FP (HΠ2 (P)))|

Prec=(Π1,Π2, F , P) =
∑

P ∈P |proved(FP (HΠ1 (P)))| =
∑

P ∈P |proved(FP (HΠ2 (P)))|

Cost−(Π1,Π2, F , P) =
∑

P ∈P cost(FP (HΠ1 (P)) >
∑

P ∈P cost(FP (HΠ2 (P)))

Because our goal is to find a conjunctive clause c that helps increase precision of the baseline
analysis (i.e. analysis with Π), we additionally check whether the refined heuristic has potential to
improve the precision at line 15:

HasPotential(Π1,Π2, F , P) =
( ⋃

P ∈P

proved(FP (HΠ1 (P))) \ proved(FP (HΠ2 (P)))
)

, ∅

HasPotential returns true iff the heuristic with Π1 proves queries that cannot be proved by the
heuristic with Π2.

5 EVALUATION

In this section, we experimentally evaluate our techniques. We aim to answer the following research
questions:

• Effectiveness of context tunneling: How effective is context tunneling in practice? How
much does context tunneling improve the performance of the state-of-the-art pointer analysis?
• Necessity and efficacy of our learning approach: Is learning necessary to find good
context-tunneling heuristics? How effectively does the non-greedy algorithm help to find
good tunneling heuristics? How sensitive is the algorithm to the choice of atomic features?
• Learned heuristics: What insight do the learned heuristics provide about context tunneling?

Setting. We implemented our approach in Doop [Bravenboer and Smaragdakis 2009], a widely
used framework for points-to analysis for Java [Jeong et al. 2017; Kastrinis and Smaragdakis 2013;
Smaragdakis et al. 2011; Tan et al. 2016, 2017]. The Doop framework provides four kinds of context-
sensitivity: hybrid context-sensitivity [Kastrinis and Smaragdakis 2013], object-sensitivity [Mi-
lanova et al. 2002, 2005], type-sensitivity [Smaragdakis et al. 2011], and call-site-sensitivity [Smarag-
dakis and Balatsouras 2015]. Hybrid context-sensitivity is currently considered the state-of-the-art,
which selectively combines object-sensitivity and call-site-sensitivity to enjoy the benefits of both
approaches [Kastrinis and Smaragdakis 2013]. Thus, our primary objective is to apply context
tunneling to hybrid context-sensitivity, aiming at advancing the state-of-the-art, but we also show
that context tunneling is useful for other types of context-sensitivity as well. In short, we consider
the following 12 context-sensitive analyses for Java (all analyses use 1-context-sensitive heap):

• Hybrid context-sensitivity1:
ś S1objH, S2objH: 1 and 2-hybrid-context-sensitivity with 1 context-sensitive heap
ś S1objH+T: S1objH with context tunneling
• Object-sensitivity:
ś 1objH, 2objH: 1 and 2-object-sensitivity with 1 context-sensitive heap
ś 1objH+T: 1objH with context tunneling
• Type-sensitivity:
ś 1typeH, 2typeH: 1 and 2-type-sensitivity with 1 context-sensitive heap
ś 1typeH+T: 1typeH with context tunneling
• Call-site-sensitivity
ś 1callH, 2callH: 1 and 2-call-site-sensitivity with 1 context-sensitive heap
ś 1callH+T: 1callH with context tunneling

1We write S1objH to mean Selective 1-object-sensitive hybrid A in original paper [Kastrinis and Smaragdakis 2013].
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All experiments were done on a machine with Intel i7 CPU and 16 GB RAM running on Ubuntu
14.04 64bit operating system and JDK 1.6.0_30.

Benchmarks. We used the DaCapo 2006-10-MR2 benchmark suite [Blackburn et al. 2006],
a standard benchmark for evaluating Java points-to analysis [Jeong et al. 2017; Kastrinis and
Smaragdakis 2013; Smaragdakis et al. 2011, 2014; Tan et al. 2016, 2017; Thiessen and Lhoták 2017].
Following Jeong et al. [2017] and Smaragdakis et al. [2014], we split ten programs in DaCapo into 4
small (luindex, lusearch, antlr, pmd) and 6 large (eclipse, xalan, fop, chart, bloat, jython)
programs. We did not use hsqldb because 1-context-sensitive points-to analysis did not scale (with
5,400s timeout) when a conservative reflection analysis is used. On the 4 small programs, we ran our
learning algorithm to obtain a tunneling heuristic for each analysis and then the learned heuristic
was evaluated on the 6 large programs. For a precision metric, we report the number of type casts
proven to be safe.

5.1 Effectiveness of Context Tunneling

Column S1objH+T of Table 2 presents the highlight of our results. It shows that context tunneling
significantly improves the precision and scalability of the state-of-the-art hybrid context-sensitivity.
We generated S1objH+T by applying context tunneling to S1objH, where a tunneling heuristic was
learned by running Algorithm 1 on the training set of programs (luindex, lusearch, antlr, pmd).
Table 2 compares the performance of S1objH+T and S1objH on both training and test programs.
On the training set, S1objH+T was much more precise and scalable than the baseline (S1objH). For
example, while S1objH analyzes lusearch in 79s and reports 850 may-fail casts, our analysis with
context tunneling (S1objH+T) reduces the analysis time and the number of alarms to 37s and 380,
respectively. The improvement becomes more dramatic in the (larger) test programs. For example,
S1objH reports 2,290 alarms and takes 1,299s in analyzing chart. Our analysis (S1objH+T) reduces
the number of alarms to 876 while only taking 73s.

Remarkably, S1objH+T is even better than S2objH (2-hybrid-context-sensitivity) in both precision
and scalability on all benchmark programs. S2objH is currently considered the state-of-the-art points-
to analysis for Java as it provides most precise results while scaling well to large programs [Jeong
et al. 2017; Kastrinis and Smaragdakis 2013; Tan et al. 2016]. Our result shows that S1objH+T can
supplant the state-of-the-art. For example, when analyzing chart, S2objH takes 488s and reports
915 may-fail casts while S1objH+T reduces the numbers into 73s and 876, respectively.
Note that recent approaches [Jeong et al. 2017; Tan et al. 2016] aiming at enhancing S2objH do

so by compromising either precision or scalability. Tan et al. [2016] presented Bean, a technique
for improving the precision of object-sensitivity. Jeong et al. [2017] presented a technique for
performing selective context-sensitivity, which applies context-sensitivity only to a selected set of
methods. Both approaches have been used primarily for improving S2objH. However, Bean increases
the precision at the expense of scalability [Tan et al. 2016] and the technique by Jeong et al. [2017]
improves the scalability at the expense of precision. Our analysis, S1objH+T, increases both the
precision and scalability of S1objH at the same time.

Table 2 and 3 show that context tunneling is useful for other types of context-sensitivity as well;
overall, context tunneling enabled 1-object-sensitivity, 1-type-sensitivity, and 1-call-site-sensitivity
to perform better than their counterparts with k = 2. However, hybrid context-sensitivity benefitted
the most from our technique. This is because hybrid context-sensitivity provides the best precision
when we use deeper context-sensitivity (k = 2) in baseline analyses. Such result implies that we
have more chance to find tunneling relations for higher precision than others.

The results show that context tunneling also improves memory consumption. Context tunneling
can reduce memory consumption because increased precision reduces spurious facts (e.g., spurious
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Table 2. Effectiveness of context tunneling for hybrid context-sensitivity and object-sensitivity. In all metrics,
lower is better. Entries with ł-ž mean that the analysis did not terminate within the given time budget (5400
sec.). For precision metrics, we count may-fail casts, virtual calls that have multiple targets, and reachable
methods. For cost metrics, we measure number of call-graph edges and analysis time.

Hybrid Context Sensitivity Object Sensitivity

S1objH+T S1objH S2objH 1objH+T 1objH 2objH

T
ra
in
in
g
p
ro
g
ra
m
s

luindex

may-fail casts 371 783 415 462 796 496

analysis time(s) 34 66 36 37 51 37

reachable mthds 7,700 7,907 7,702 7,702 7,876 7,702

call-graph-edges 0.2M 0.5M 0.9M 0.3M 0.5M 1M

lusearch

may-fail casts 380 850 420 469 812 508

analysis time(s) 37 79 63 41 56 64

reachable mthds 8,342 8,580 8,344 8,344 8,526 8,344

call-graph-edges 0.2M 0.5M 2M 0.3M 0.5M 2.1M

antlr

may-fail casts 483 956 530 570 985 611

analysis time(s) 47 85 50 50 67 45

reachable mthds 8,712 8,917 8 ,714 8,714 8,886 8,714

call-graph-edges 0.2M 0.6M 0.9M 0.3M 0.6M 1M

pmd

may-fail casts 713 1,217 761 812 1,210 846

analysis time(s) 53 129 56 57 77 57

reachable mthds 9,086 9,322 9,090 9,090 9,277 9,090

call-graph-edges 0.3M 0.7M 1.3M 0.3M 0.6M 1.3M

T
es
ti
n
g
p
ro
g
ra
m
s

eclipse

may-fail casts 586 1,061 625 698 1,092 729

analysis time(s) 41 129 49 47 94 51

poly v-calls 1,180 1,404 1,179 1,181 1,395 1,179

reachable mthds 9,195 9,461 9,188 9,197 9,408 9,188

call-graph-edges 0.3M 0.8M 1.4M 0.4M 0.8M 1.5M

xalan

may-fail casts 572 1,129 623 680 1,055 720

analysis time(s) 64 187 465 400 179 2,047

poly v-calls 1,628 1,916 1,624 1,633 1,861 1,628

reachable mthds 10,325 10,560 10,327 10,336 10,511 10,336

call-graph-edges 0.4M 1M 9M 1.9M 1M 35M

fop

may-fail casts 1,080 1,975 1,107 1,253 1,968 1,270

analysis time(s) 121 916 513 176 1,797 428

poly v-calls 2,081 2,733 2,041 2,063 2,650 2,047

reachable mthds 14,374 15,741 14,373 14,376 15,733 14,373

call-graph-edges 1M 3.2M 12.1M 1.6M 3.9M 11.4M

chart

may-fail casts 876 2,290 915 1,011 2,226 1,055

analysis time(s) 73 1,299 488 107 2248 316

poly v-calls 1,614 2,792 1,614 1,616 2,670 1,614

reachable mthds 12,503 16,037 12,510 12,510 15,977 12,510

call-graph-edges 0.5M 2.6M 11M 0.7M 3.2M 11.3M

bloat

may-fail casts 1,251 1,931 1,326 1,374 1,911 1,407

analysis time(s) 464 707 2,211 463 557 2,314

poly v-calls 1,668 2,075 1,650 1,652 2,071 1,650

reachable mthds 9,928 10,159 9,914 9,914 10,116 9,914

call-graph-edges 1.4M 2.1M 35M 1.4M 1.9M 35.3M

jython

may-fail casts 837 1,308 - - - -

analysis time(s) 425 730 >5,400 >5,400 >5,400 >5,400

poly v-calls 1,394 1,619 - - - -

reachable mthds 10,626 11,012 - - - -

call-graph-edges 1.1M 2.1M - - - -
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Table 3. Effectiveness of context tunneling for type-sensitivity and call-site-sensitivity. All notations and
measures are the same with those in Table 2.

Type Sensitivity Call-Site Sensitivity

1typeH+T 1typeH 2typeH 1callH+T 1callH 2callH

T
ra
in
in
g
p
ro
g
ra
m
s

luindex

may-fail casts 575 888 624 784 837 796

analysis time(s) 37 43 34 60 50 348

reachable mthds 7,706 7,884 7,704 7,879 7,953 7,902

call-graph-edges 0.1M 0.2M 0.3M 0.2M 0.3M 9.2M

lusearch

may-fail casts 616 926 664 843 938 875

analysis time(s) 40 45 36 62 52 364

reachable mthds 8,348 8,536 8,346 8,551 8,626 8,575

call-graph-edges 0.1M 0.2M 0.3M 0.2M 0.3M 9.3M

antlr

may-fail casts 707 1,061 753 945 1,037 995

analysis time(s) 59 56 50 98 75 430

reachable mthds 8,718 8,894 8,716 8,885 8,961 8,910

call-graph-edges 0.1M 0.2M 0.3M 0.3M 0.4M 9.5M

pmd

may-fail casts 949 1,302 995 1,200 1,273 1,216

analysis time(s) 63 65 58 103 78 454

reachable mthds 9,096 9,290 9,094 9,296 9,371 9,319

call-graph-edges 0.1M 0.2M 0.3M 0.2M 0.4M 9.4M

T
es
ti
n
g
p
ro
g
ra
m
s

eclipse

may-fail casts 839 1,191 876 1,073 1,154 1,098

analysis time(s) 43 60 45 111 94 574

poly v-calls 1,246 1,440 1,247 1,399 1,507 1,402

reachable mthds 9,234 9,451 9,220 9,444 9,511 9,443

call-graph-edges 0.2M 0.3M 0.4M 0.3M 0.4M 10.5M

xalan

may-fail casts 907 1,229 950 1,137 1,203 1,143

analysis time(s) 75 77 80 142 121 672

poly v-calls 1,673 1,890 1,685 1,858 1,967 1,903

reachable mthds 10,383 10,560 10,375 10,539 10,613 10,560

call-graph-edges 0.2M 0.3M 0.9M 0.3M 0.4M 9.8M

fop

may-fail casts 1,690 2,133 1,728 1,977 2,070 1,998

analysis time(s) 143 496 212 508 420 3,480

poly v-calls 2,349 2,712 2,370 2,522 2,665 2,582

reachable mthds 15,386 15,794 15,363 15,108 15,217 15,129

call-graph-edges 0.6M 1M 4M 0.4M 0.5M 10.6M

chart

may-fail casts 1,451 2,449 1,502 2,376 2,485 2,410

analysis time(s) 92 422 95 618 400 4,339

poly v-calls 1,752 2,731 1,775 2,698 2,892 2,783

reachable mthds 13,294 16,018 13,280 16,020 16,134 16,022

call-graph-edges 0.2M 0.6M 0.8M 0.4M 0.6M 10.7M

bloat

may-fail casts 1,692 2,037 1,723 1,949 2,007 -

analysis time(s) 71 87 73 785 634 >5400

poly v-calls 1,772 2,139 1,896 1,925 2,129 -

reachable mthds 9,952 10,128 9,956 10,113 10,200 -

call-graph-edges 0.3M 0.3M 0.8M 0.4M 0.6M -

jython

may-fail casts 1,118 1,440 - 1,331 1,388 1,344

analysis time(s) 603 431 >5400 188 163 841

poly v-calls 1,459 1,665 - 1,565 1,705 1,616

reachable mthds 10,768 11,117 - 10,987 11,066 11,006

call-graph-edges 0.6M 0.6M - 0.3M 0.5M 10M
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call-graph edges). For example, while 1objH generated 0.5 million call-graph edges for lusearch,
S1objH+T generated 0.2 million edges, confirming that more than a half of the call-graph edges in
the 1objH analysis are spurious.

5.2 Efficacy of Learning Algorithm

The key enabler for effective context tunneling is our learning algorithm. In this subsection, we
discuss our learning approach from various perspectives.

Necessity of learning. One important lesson we learned from this work is that using an auto-
mated learning algorithm is essential for discovering effective tunneling heuristics. Any simple
heuristic we could come up with manually did not achieve good-enough performance. For example,
we tried all łsingle-featurež heuristics with the parameters in {⟨f1, f2⟩ | (f1 = false∧ f2 = a) ∨ (f1 =

a∧ f2 = false),a ∈ A∪¬A}, where A is the set of atomic features in Table 1. Among the 92 (4× |A|)
such heuristics, the B1 feature with ⟨f1 = false, f2 = B1⟩ was most effective for the family of object-
based context-sensitivities (i.e. 1objH, S1objH, 1typeH). By using the B1 feature alone, however, we
managed to reduce the total of 9,694 alarms of S1objH to 7,218 and the analysis time from 3,968s to
1,367s for the test programs. We failed to further improve its precision substantially with manual
tuning. On the other hand, our algorithm effectively refined the feature to the following:

f2: (B1 ∧ B5 ∧ ¬A6 ∧ ¬A9 ∧ ¬B13 ∧ A1 ∧ ¬A3) ∨ (B9 ∧ ¬A6 ∧ A1 ∧ B5 ∧ B4 ∧
¬B6∧¬A9∧¬A3∧¬A10∧¬A4∧A8∧¬B1) ∨ (B13∧ B5∧¬B3∧¬A6∧¬B9∧
B4 ∧ ¬A9 ∧ ¬B10 ∧ ¬B6 ∧ ¬A3 ∧ ¬A5 ∧ ¬B8 ∧A4 ∧A8 ∧A2 ∧ B7 ∧ ¬B1)

Note that our algorithm not only was able to refine the feature (i.e. the first conjunct containing
B1), but also found room for further improvement with ¬B1 (i.e. the second and third conjuncts).
With this refinement, the precision of the heuristic improved significantly, reducing the number of
alarms from 7,218 to 5,202, finally outperforming S2objH . Discovering such a complex heuristic
manually is totally nontrivial for real-world programs.

Impact of non-greedy strategy. Our algorithm is able to find a good heuristic because it ex-
plores the search space in a non-greedy manner. That is, it seeks to maximize the final performance
of heuristics rather than blindly pursuing the immediate improvement. To see the impact of this
strategy, we compared our algorithm against a greedy algorithm that maximizes the immediate ben-
efit. We made this greedy version of our algorithm by modifying the ChooseSeed and HasPotential
functions, so that they measure the potential of a heuristic based on the total number of proved
queries, not on the number of exclusively proved queries. Precisely, the ChooseSeed is redefined
as in Eq. 2 and the HasPotential is changed to return true always. With this strategy, the learning
algorithm becomes to always favor a parameter that maximally improves the current heuristic; it
never explores parameters that are worse than the current one.

Figure 5 shows that our non-greedy strategy has significant impact on the final quality of learned
heuristics. It depicts how the precision of the current heuristic changes over time during the
learning algorithm. The x-axis reports progress of the learning procedure2 and the y-axis reports
the precision in terms of the number of unproven queries on the training set of programs (lower is
better). Note that our algorithm (black solid line) repeatedly explores parameters that are much
worse than the current one but doing so enables to find a good parameter in the end. With the
greedy strategy (red dotted line), the algorithm converges to suboptimal outcomes. Crucially, the
heuristics learned by this greedy algorithm could not beat the conventional 2-context-sensitive
approaches on test programs.

2We collected refinements that passed the condition at line 10 in Algorithm 2 for better understanding.
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Fig. 5. Impact of our non-greedy learning strategy.

Table 4. Generalization to other benchmarks

Benchmarks
S1objH+T S1objH S2objH

may-fail casts time(s) may-fail casts time(s) may-fail casts time(s)

JPC 1,593 230 2,595 2,578 1,627 1,597
checkstyle 474 80 902 111 508 158

Generality of learned heuristics. The algorithm is able to learn heuristics that do not overfit
to training data and generalize well to unseen programs. Tables 2 and 3 show that the context-
tunneling heuristics learned with the small programs (luindex, lusearch, antlr, pmd) in the
DaCapo suite perform well on the large programs (eclipse, xalan, fop, chart, bloat, jython).
We also checked the generality of the heuristics beyond the DaCapo benchmarks. We evaluated the
learned heuristic for S1objH+T on two large applications, JPC3 and checkstyle4. Table 4 shows
that our heuristic substantially outperforms both S1objH and S2objH for these programs.

Impact of using more features. Our algorithm is likely to produce a better heuristic as more
diverse features are used. We evaluated our algorithm with 1) the A features only, 2) the B features
only, and 3) the A and B features. We learned a heuristic for each set of features from the training
programs, and then evaluated its performance on the test programs. Table 5 presents the results.
Overall, using all of the A and B features was most effective. The high-level features (B) primarily
helped to increase the precision of the learned heuristic. However, using the B features alone
was unable to find scalable heuristics. Additionally using the low-level features (A) enabled the
algorithm to refine the B features delicately, generating a heuristic outstanding in both precision
and scalability.

Learning cost. Our learning algorithm took 53 ś 137 hours to generate the heuristics used in
Table 2 and 3. For hybrid context-sensitivity, it took 57 hours in total (21 hours for generating
the parameter f1 and 36 hours for f2). For object-sensitivity, the algorithm required 26 hours
for f1 and 28 hours for f2. For type-sensitivity, it took 76 hours for f1 and 61 hours for f2. For

3http://jpc.sourceforge.net/home_home.html
4http://checkstyle.sourceforge.net
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Table 5. Impact of using more features

Benchmarks
Baseline(S1objH) With A only With B only With A and B

alarms time(s) alarms time(s) alarms time(s) alarms time(s)

eclipse 1,061 129 807 69 583 47 586 41
xalan 1,129 187 866 179 585 137 572 64
fop 1,975 916 1,250 179 1,102 163 1,080 121
chart 2,290 1,299 1,200 120 887 98 876 73
bloat 1,931 707 1,634 1,156 1,250 548 1,251 464
jython 1,308 730 1,039 379 844 3,747 837 425

Total 9,694 3,968 6,796 2,082 5,251 4,740 5,202 1,188

Table 6. Tradeoff between learning cost and performance.

Learning Cost eclipse xalan fop chart bloat jython

Full learning
54 hours

alarms 586 572 1,080 876 1,251 837
(⟨f1, f2⟩) time(s) 41 64 121 73 464 425

Approximate
29 hours

alarms 605 588 1,099 897 1,317 855
(⟨false, f2⟩) time(s) 33 54 90 57 335 367

call-site-sensitivity, the algorithm took 53 hours in total (24 hours for f1 and 29 hours for f2). Our
algorithm was most expensive for type-sensitivity because it found relatively a large set of seed
features and required more iterations to refine all of them (see Figure 5b).

Our algorithm is expensive, but it is useful because learning occurs off-line and only consumes
machine-time. In particular, generating such a heuristic manually would require much more
expensive human costs. Nonetheless, we could reduce the learning cost by approximation. One
possible way is to only learn the formula f2 and then merely set f1 to false. The resulting parameter
⟨false, f2⟩makes the heuristic less discerning, giving sub-optimal results, but the learning cost can be
halved. Table 6 shows this trade-off between learning cost and optimality. Overall, S1objH+T learned
with the approximate learning is less precise and slightly faster than the analysis with full learning.

5.3 Learned Heuristics

The learned features in Appendix A hint at when and where context tunneling is useful in practice.
For example, our learning algorithm automatically discovered the characteristics of methods that
benefit from deeper (k ≥ 2) object-sensitivity, which was originally conjectured by Milanova et al.
[2005]. Milanova et al. [2005] stated that deeper object-sensitivity may be useful for methods that
belong to sub-objects. Consider the code snippet that defines a composite class using a sub-object:

1 class A {} class B {}

2 class SubObject {

3 Object id(Object v) { return v; }

4 }

5 class CompositeClass {

6 public SubObject att;

7 public CompositeClass(){
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8 att = new SubObject(); //SO

9 }

10 }

11 class Main{

12 public static void main(String[] args){

13 CompositeClass cc1 = new CompositeClass(); //CC1

14 CompositeClass cc2 = new CompositeClass(); //CC2

15 A a = (A)cc1.att.id(new A()); //Query 1

16 B b = (B)cc2.att.id(new B()); //Query 2

17 }

18 }

To prove the safety of two down-casting queries at lines 15 and 16, two method calls to id should
be analyzed separately. However, object-sensitivity with k = 1 fails to prove the queries because
the analysis merges the two contexts into the same context [SO]. On the other hand, deeper object-
sensitivity (e.g., k = 2) can accommodate the composite class’s allocation sites along with the one
of sub-objects ([CC1, SO] and [CC2, SO]), concluding that each invocation of id returns one of A or
B, not both. Here, we can apply context tunneling instead of using deeper context; the sub-objects’
method should inherit the context from the parent method, i.e., the constructor of CompositeClass,
instead of updating the context. In other words, contexts of the constructor CompositeClass are
important and they should be propagated without modification. By doing so, object-sensitivity with
k = 1 and context tunneling can prove the queries. Our learning algorithm captured this situation
automatically. It produced the f1 formula for object-sensitivity with the following conjunction:

· · · ∨ (A8∧B5∧¬B3∧A1∧¬A6∧¬A3∧¬B9∧B4∧¬A9∧¬B11∧¬A2∧¬B7∧
¬B1 ∧ ¬B8 ∧ B12 ∧ B10 ∧ ¬B13 ∧ B6 ∧A5 ∧A10 ∧A7 ∧ ¬A4)

Note the four underlined atomic features: A10 for constructor methods, B12 and B10 for methods
with heap allocations, and B6 for methods containing field store. Combining these features denotes
a set of constructor methods that allocate heaps inside and store something into their member
attributes, which describes methods such as one given above.

5.4 Threats to Validity

• The DaCapo suite we used for training may not be representative. We presented the results
for other benchmarks beyond DaCapo as well, but it still may not be inclusive.
• Using different sets of features may produce different results. Although we have evaluated
our approach with a number of combinations of atomic features, the results might be different
if a totally different set of atomic features is used. In particular, our learning algorithm would
be unable to work if atomic features do not have any potentials as described in Section 4.4.
• Using a different type of queries, may produce different results as we have learned heuristics
with may-fail-casts in mind.

6 RELATED WORK

Points-to analysis has a large body of past literature[Chatterjee et al. 1999; Hind 2001; Kastrinis
and Smaragdakis 2013; Lhoták and Hendren 2006, 2008; Liang and Harrold 1999; Liang et al. 2005;
Might et al. 2010; Milanova et al. 2002, 2005; Sharir and Pnueli 1981; Shivers 1988; Smaragdakis and
Balatsouras 2015; Smaragdakis et al. 2011; Whaley and Lam 2004; Wilson and Lam 1995]. Below,
we discuss prior works that are closely related to ours.
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6.1 Context-Sensitive Analysis

To our knowledge, all existing techniques for context-sensitive analyses (e.g. [Jeong et al. 2017;
Karkare and Khedker 2007; Kastrinis and Smaragdakis 2013; Khedker and Karkare 2008; Milanova
et al. 2002, 2005; Oh et al. 2014; Padhye and Khedker 2013; Sharir and Pnueli 1981; Shivers 1988;
Smaragdakis et al. 2011, 2014; Tan et al. 2016; Wei and Ryder 2015; Whaley and Lam 2004]) suffer
from the problemwe tackle in this paper. All of those techniques update the calling contexts at every
call-site and therefore may lose important context elements when k-limiting is used. For example,
techniques for varying context depths adaptively [Jeong et al. 2017; Oh et al. 2014; Smaragdakis
et al. 2014; Wei and Ryder 2015] have proven their effectiveness for tuning the performance of
context-sensitivity. However, the primary goal of these techniques is to selectively analyze methods
with appropriate k values, rather than to be selective in context construction.

The technique, called Bean, by Tan et al. [2016] is similar to ours in that it aims to improve preci-
sion of k-object-sensitive points-to analysis without increasing k . The idea is to identify łredundantž
context elements by running a pre-analysis and building a so-called object allocation graph. An
object allocation graph is analogous to a call-graph in call-site-sensitivity and captures how context
strings are generated during an object-sensitive analysis. The technique identifies redundant nodes
in the graph, which can be removed without reducing the number of distinct contexts; in fact,
this technique guarantees to result same or more distinct contexts than conventional analysis
with same k . The redundant nodes are excluded when selecting heap contexts for an object. The
main focus of Bean is in choosing good heap contexts and therefore it still suffers from the core
problem we tackle in this paper; that is, Bean always append the last context element to the parent
context on method calls (i.e. it uses the last rule in Figure 3, not Figure 4). As the result, when
k = 1 for example, Bean analyzes every method under the same calling context as the ordinary
1-object-sensitive analysis. The goal of context tunneling is to mitigate this problem.

Merging equivalent contexts [Xu and Rountev 2008] or abstract heaps [Tan et al. 2017] also have
been studied to increase scalability of context-sensitive points-to analysis. Xu and Rountev [2008]
first defines a fine-grained notion of context equivalence that guarantees to increase scalability
without losing original analysis’s precision, which is ∞-context-sensitivity. Based on the equiv-
alence, the paper introduces its abstracted version to extend scalability even further at the cost
of precision. Tan et al. [2017] merges two abstract heaps if their fields-points-to-graphs indicate
that any field access sequence (i.e., o. f .д. · · · .h) ends up with same typed objects for two graphs.
This approach demonstrated that it brings little or no negative impact on precision but scales deep
context sensitive analysis.

6.2 Parametric and Data-Driven Program Analysis

Our work presents a new instance of parametric program analysis. Previously, parametric program
analyses have been used for context-sensitivity [Jeong et al. 2017; Liang and Naik 2011; Liang et al.
2011; Oh et al. 2014; Tan et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2014], flow-sensitivity [Oh et al. 2015], variable
clustering for relational analysis [Heo et al. 2016], and widening thresholds [Cha et al. 2016].
Typically, the goal of these analyses is to find a parameter which is as scalable as possible while
sacrificing as little precision as possible. For example, Jeong et al. [2017]; Liang et al. [2011]; Oh et al.
[2014, 2015]; Smaragdakis et al. [2014] sacrifice the precision of full flow- or context-sensitivity to
obtain tractable scalability. Heo et al. [2016] compromises the full precision of relational analysis
and cluster variables whose relationships should be kept during analysis. Hassanshahi et al. [2017]
and Tan et al. [2017] aim to find appropriate heap abstraction that scales well without losing
precision too much. In this paper, we propose a new knob, called context tunneling, which is able
to improve both precision and scalability of the conventional context-sensitive analysis.
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From the perspective of data-driven program analysis, our work presents a new learning algo-
rithm for disjunctive model that is applicable even when the underlying analysis is not monotone
with respect to the parameter space. Recently, data-driven approaches to program analysis have
been popular to address the challenge of generating program-analysis heuristics [Chae et al. 2017;
Heo et al. 2016, 2017; Jeong et al. 2017; Oh et al. 2015; Wei and Ryder 2015]. In particular, Jeong
et al. [2017] recently proposed an algorithm with disjunctive model based on boolean formulas
and used the model to learn a heuristic to determine appropriate context depths for each method.
This algorithm drastically reduces the search space by exploiting the monotonicity of the analysis
(i.e. applying deeper context-sensitivity will never decrease precision). Our approach is based on
the disjunctive model proposed by [Jeong et al. 2017] but uses a different, non-greedy algorithm
for learning context tunneling heuristics. The learning algorithm by Oh et al. [2015] is applica-
ble to non-monotone analyses, but its applicability is limited to analysis heuristics based on the
linear combination of input features. Chae et al. [2017] solves an orthogonal problem, automatic
generation features for learning heuristics, where feature programs are generated by running a
program reducer and get abstracted to features represented by abstract data-flow graphs. However,
it remains to be seen whether the technique is applicable beyond intraprocedural settings.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Developing a precise and scalable context-sensitive analysis is a major challenge in program analysis
research. This paper demonstrates that we can effectively address this challenge by applying context
tunneling, which carefully maintains the k most important context elements, as opposed to the
traditional approaches that simply maintain the k most recent ones. Experimental results with four
flavors of context-sensitivity show that the new approach improves the state-of-the-art points-to
analyses remarkably in both precision and scalability. To achieve this, we developed a new machine-
learning algorithm specialized for generating context-tunneling heuristics automatically from a
dataset of programs.

We believe that the use of context tunneling is not limited to points-to analysis for Java. As future
work, we plan to apply context tunneling to static analysis for dynamic languages or control-flow
analysis for functional languages, where deeper context-sensitivity (e.g., k > 5) is known to be
greatly beneficial [Kashyap et al. 2014; Park and Ryu 2015]. Our conjecture is that the same (or
even higher) precision can be obtained with smaller k values if they use context tunneling.

A LEARNED FORMULAS

Following tables show the learned tunneling heuristics. Each row means a conjunctive formula, and
each formula has one seed feature, which is underlined. We denote positive and negative features
using łTž and łFž, respectively, and an empty space means łdon’t carež.

A.1 Hybrid Context-Sensitivity

Signature Features (A) Other Features (B)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

f1
T F F T F F F F F T T F F T F T

T F F F T F T T F T F F F T T F F F T F T F

f2

T F F F T T F

T F F F T F F F T T F T

T F T F F T F F F T T F T F F F T
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A.2 Object-Sensitivity

Signature Features (A) Other Features (B)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

f1

F F F T F F F F T F F F T T T F F F T F T F

T F F T F F F F F F F F T T F F F F T F F

T F F F T F T T F T F T F T T T F F F T F T F

T T F F F F F T F F F F T T F F F T T

f2
T F F F T T T F

T T T F T T F F T T F T F T T T T T F F F T T

A.3 Call-Site-Sensitivity

Signature Features (A) Other Features (B)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

f1

T F F T T F F T T F F F T T F F F F F F F T

F T F F T T F F F F F F

T T F F F T F F F T T T F T T T F T F T

f2

F F F T T F F F

T F F T F T T T F F F

T F F F F T F T T F F F F F F F

A.4 Type-Sensitivity

Signature Features (A) Other Features (B)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

f1

T F F F F T F F F F T T F F F T T

T F F T T F F T F T F F F F T F F F F F F T T

T T F F T F F F F T F T F T T T F F F F F T T

T F F F T F T T F T F F F T T T F F T F T F

F F F F F F T F F F F T F T T F F T F F F T T

T F F F T F T T F T F T F T T T F F F T F T F

F F T T T F F F F T F F F F T F F F F F F T F

F F F F T T T F T T

T F F T F F F T F F F F F T T F F T F F F T T

F F F F T F F F F F F T T F F F F T

f2

T F F F T T T F F

T T F F F T F F T F F T F F T F

T T F F F F F F T T T F F F T

T F F F T F F F F T F T T T F F F F

F F F F F T F F T F T T F F F F F
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